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Abstract
An abstraction operator for conguration structures is dened and it is proven that it is
left inverse to the traditional renement operator The abstraction operator describes how
concrete behaviour looks when observed from a more abstract level where the dierence
between concrete and abstract is given by a transformation mapping This generates a
notion of implementation L is said to implement H i L is mapped to H by the ab
straction operator The implementation relation generated by the abstraction operator is
strictly more general than the implementation function dened by a renement operator
thus allowing a more exible design process for distributed systems
  Introduction
Many of the formalisms that have been proposed and used for the description of concurrent
systems are based on the notion of actions An action can be seen as a name for a certain
small piece of behaviour that can be invoked repeatedly It turns out to entail considerable
simplication in models and theory to assume that actions are atomic ie not decomposable
On the other hand it would seem that the concept of procedures borrowed from sequential
programming could in principle be applied to actions which would mean that the actions
one has specied are replaced by procedures ie more complex behaviours in later phases of
the design This principle is commonly called action renement Because it crucially relies
on the idea that actions are decomposable which is clearly at odds with the assumption that
actions are atomic most if not all of the work regarding action renement has been done in
causality based behaviour models which do not rely on the latter assumption
It is important to be aware of a certain overloading of the term renement  it is used
both for the principle of decomposing an action into a more complex behaviour and for the
operation that one can dene on the basis of this principle Such an operation is usually
based on some sort of substitution whereby single actions are replaced  in some model by
more complex objects This type of operation is the central issue in much of the research on
action renement cf 	 
   	 	 

 
 
 		 	 
 

In this paper we study the principle on the basis of a dierent operation viz abstraction
which allows one to regard complex subbehaviour as a single action Intuitively abstraction
is the inverse of renement if one renes a given behaviour and subsequently abstracts it
one would expect to get back the same behaviour We will show that our operation is indeed
i
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the left inverse of the traditional renement operation Moreover we show on the basis of a
host of examples how the abstraction operation may be used to formulate a notion of design
by action renement which is more exible than what can be obtained from a renement
operation
Because this is only a rst study we do not deal with action renement in full generality
we limit ourselves to event renement which can be seen as a simplied version of action
renement An event corresponds to the execution of an action hence there is a onetomany
relation between actions and events  or equivalently a total function from events to actions
The eect is that events occur only once in any given run  although they may occur in
dierent circumstances during dierent runs This means that we can be much more precise
about which event is being rened This simplies matters appreciably We will show that it
nevertheless gives rise to a nontrivial and interesting notion of design
A further restriction is that we only investigate the renement of one event at a time
For nite behaviour this restriction is not so important since in order to rene all events one
may simply repeat the process of rening a single one  although it turns out that one must
be careful about the order in which the events are treated For innite behaviour however
more powerful renements may be necessary
Renement will be based on socalled transformation pairs  tT  where t is the event to be
rened and T the behaviour that it is rened into  We have chosen to call this a transfor
mation pair to avoid further overloading of the term renement On the basis of such a pair
we dene an abstraction operator  which yields for a given concrete lowlevel behaviour L
the corresponding abstract highlevel behaviour H if it exists
   System design
We digress slightly to discuss a general approach to system design known from the literature
see eg  	 We then show how event renement can be made to t into this general
approach
Formally the description of behaviour consists of a process term in some language plus an
implementation relation over the language In general the latter is a preorder  however in this
paper we are interested only in the case where the implementation relation is an equivalence
relation denoted  This relation expresses which terms are considered to describe the same
behaviour
 
We will use letters IS etc to denote terms I is said to implement S if I  S
A design step consists of moving from a given term to an implementation of it ie going from
S to I is a design step
Due to the fact that we have chosen to work with an equivalence relation this notion
of design is in itself not very interesting since it is symmetric going from I back to S is
also a design step However one can introduce some side constraints in the design process
concerning for instance the syntactic structure of terms This eectively means that can
didates for I should satisfy some additional criteria apart from I  S A prime example
of this principle is the implementation of constraint oriented style in resource oriented style
described in  
 	
We illustrate the principle of side constraints with a design problem documented in 
A given behaviour S is to be distributed over two components I
 
and I

which communicate
synchronously over some local set of channels A such that the actions of S are partitioned
 
This is the same as saying that the behaviour is specied by an equivalence class of process terms


over the components in a predetermined way Hence apart from satisfying I  S the imple
mentation I is required to be of the form  in LOTOS notation
I  hide A in I
 
k
A
I

where the components I
 
and I

have xed label sets disjoint from A which partition the
label set of S This is an example of the resource oriented style mentioned above the reason
for requiring this structure of I is that it supposedly reects the resources of the system that
it will be implemented on
This principle can also be applied to design by event renement In this paper implementing
a given term S using event renement will mean to come up with a model H  S satisfying
the following additional constraint
H  abs L
where abs denotes an abstraction operator and L some lowlevel behaviour The abstraction
operator will be indexed by the transformation pair  tT  denoting the behaviour transfor
mation involved Hence there is again a side constraint to the design step in the form of a
xed syntactic format
In this paper we do not actually deal with a language but rather on the level of models
To turn the above principle into practice we dene an  indexed family of abs operator s
over conguration structures which constitute a very general eventbased model Abstraction
consists of regarding a part of the lowlevel behaviour possibly consisting of many events as a
single highlevel event The equivalence relation that we use will be equality of conguration
structures A design step in this setup will be a triple consisting of the high and lowlevel
behaviour and the transformation pair involved
Now let us contrast this with the notion of design by  event renement induced by the
renement operators investigated extensively in the literature Given an abstract term S and
a transformation mapping of the kind mentioned above one denes the renement of S as a
concrete model
L  ref S
where ref is an  indexed family of operator s replacing highlevel events in S by their trans
formed behaviour The question that is being asked is then typically whether the renement
operator and the equivalence relation are such that models equivalent to S are rened into
models equivalent to L ie whether the following holds
S  S
 
 ref S  ref S
 

This yields a more restrictive notion of design than the one we are proposing Given a ref
operator of the traditional kind one may dene a partial operator abs as its left inverse
With this operator one can proceed in the way discussed above with the following eect the
model L constructed by directly rening S is indeed an implementation since
abs L  abs ref S  S
by denition of abs Hence the traditional approach to renement does provide a design step
in our sense On the other hand given an abs operator there does not exist a ref which
characterizes every valid implementation because abstraction will in general not be injective
up to 

  Example
Let us illustrate the dierence with a small example informally presented which gives a taste
of a larger example discussed more formally in Section  The example concerns printing a
le Assume that to print the le one rst has to convert it from one format  eg DVI to
another  eg postscript with an event c and then print with in an event p this behaviour S
may be modelled by
c p
The arrow in this picture signies a causal relation the printing is causally preceded by
the conversion Now suppose that this is implemented by a system consisting of two smart
printers each of which can do the conversion and the printing of a given le consecutively
Hence c is rened into the choice between c
 
and c

 and p is rened into the choice between
p
 
and p

 The concrete system L may be modelled by
p
 
p

c

c
 
The dotted lines signify that there is a conict between events only one of every pair of events
related so can actually occur Below we dene an abstraction operator which will indeed
convert the second behaviour into the rst hence this is a valid design step The traditional
renement operator however does not construct this system but instead the following
p
 
p

c

c
 
Here there is a dierent connection between the conversion and print events the le may be
converted by one printer and printed by the other

Now this may in some cases be just what
one would like and in fact our abstraction operator converts this model into the highlevel
one also The point is however that there is nothing optional about the renement operator
it will always yield the same system regardless whether this is what the designer had in mind
or not
We should mention a paper formalizing a notion of abstraction much like ours Janssen
Poel and Zwiers 	 Their approach is based on a concrete interpretation of the notion of
causality one event must be causally related to another if and only if they share socalled
resources An event transformation is valid if and only if the highlevel event and its low
level behaviour have exactly the same set of resources given the distribution of the resources

A complete and formal denition of the operational intuition behind ow event structures will be given
later in this paper Let us here just remark that the events p
 
and p

are enabled to occur if one of their
conicting causes c
 
and c

has occured

in the lowlevel behaviour the causality on the low level is completely determined hence
with that additional information they in fact have a renement operator Their approach
is however limited to a tracelike model where conict is not an issue whereas the example
above already shows that our approach has the capability to deal with conict as well as
causality
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows Section 
 denes the class of models that
we are working with and Section  denes the abstraction operator we are using relative
to a given transformation pair A number of examples are included to clarify our intuitions
Section  shows that the traditional renement as used by Van Glabbeek and Goltz in eg

	 is compatible to our abstraction operator in other words that abstraction is a left
inverse of renement Finally in Section  we present a couple of slightly larger examples
one of which is an extended and formalized version of the one presented above whereas the
other has to do with the design of a semaphore algorithm


 Denitions
There are two kinds of models we use in this paper ow event structures and their under
lying conguration structures The ow event structures are convenient to demonstrate our
intuitions about designbyrenement whereas the denition of the abstraction operator has
at present only been worked out on the level of conguration structures
Let E be a xed set of events
 Denition A ow event structure is a tuple E  hEi where
 E  E is a set of events
   E E is an irreexive ow relation
   E E is a symmetric conict relation
The components of a ow event structure E are denoted E
E
 
E
etc The class of ow
event structures will be denoted F and ranged over by E F  Flow event structures can
convienently be represented by pictures where causal relationships ef are depicted by arrows
e f and conicts ef by dotted lines e f  For instance the following
picture represents a system that rst performs events a and c independently and then b which
causally depends on both a and c
a b
c
 


On the other hand the following picture represents a choice between a and b whichever of
the two is chosen event t is performed afterwards
t
a
b
 

The operational intuition behind ow event structures is formally dened by the congurations
that it may execute as follows

 Denition Let E be a ow event structure and F  E
E
a subset of the events of E  F
is a conguration of E if it satises the following conditions
 F does not contain owcycles ie  
E
  F F 

 the transitive closure of 
E
 is
irreexive
 F is conictfree ie 	
d e  F d 
E
e
 F is closed under nonconicting causes d   E
E
r F  e  F d 
E
e  
d
 

F d 
E
d
 

E
e
If F is a conguration of E then F is called complete if it satises
 all events not in F are in conict with some event in F  e   E
E
rF 
d  Fd  e
The following represents the sets of congurations derived from the ow event structures
pictured in resp  

 and  
 where the inclusion of congurations is represented by
connecting lines and the complete congurations are marked with ticks X
fcgfag
fa b cg
X
fbgfag
X X
 
fa cg fa tg fb tg
 

Causality and conict are reected in the conguration structure in the following way d  e
implies that there is no conguration F such that fd eg  F  whereas d  e implies that
there is no pair of congurations FG such that d  F  G and e  G r F  ie such that e
occurs later than d The latter implies that if d  e and d e  F for a given conguration
F  then F r fdg is not a conguration
The set of congurations of a ow event structure has a certain ordertheoretic structure
that makes it a socalled conguration structure dened below In this way conguration
structures form an underlying semantic model for ow event structures cf Boudol and
Castellani  Van Glabbeek and Goltz 
	
 Denition A conguration structure is a tuple C  hCXi where
 C  Fin E is a set of nite congurations such that
	   C

 FGH  C F G  H  F G  C
 F  C d e  F d  e  
G  C G  F   d  G  e  G
 X  C is a termination predicate used in postx notation such that
 F  C  
G  C F  G  	FX
in other words all terminated congurations are maximal wrt 

We will call C nonempty if C  fg and terminating if the implication in condition  can
be turned around ie if every maximal conguration of C is terminated The class of all
conguration structures is denoted C and ranged over by the calligraphic letters CHLT 
Now the statement above about the relation between ow event structures and conguration
structures can be formalized
 Proposition If E is a ow event structure then hC
E
X
E
i is a conguration structure
where
 C
E
is the set of congurations of E 
 X
E
is the set of complete congurations of E 
An important fact is that not all conguration structures can be obtained in this way see
eg  	 In Section  we give an example of a conguration structure for which no ow
event structure exists
	 Denition Let C be a conguration structure and F  C
C
a conguration A subset
E  F is maximal in F if F rE  C
C

If events are thought to take a positive amount of time to complete then only the maximal
events of a conguration may be busy ie uncompleted On the other hand if a set of
events E is not maximal in a conguration F then conceptually  some of the events in F rE
have been caused by  some of the events in E
We will call an event e  F maximal in F if feg is maximal in F  Maximality of events
is related to the ow relation as follows if E is a ow event structure and F  C
E
 then
e  F is maximal if and only if it is maximal  in F  wrt 
E
 For instance in the left hand
side of  
 a is maximal in fa cg because fa cg r fag   fcg is a conguration In the
corresponding ow event structure in  

 fa cg is unordered wrt  so that a is certainly
maximal wrt  However a is not maximal in fa b cg fa b cgrfag is not a conguration
in  
 and a 
E
b in  



	
 Abstraction
As discussed in the introduction we will dene an operation between systems which concep
tually exist on dierent levels of abstraction The basis of the operation is a relation between
events of the highlevel system and entire subsystems of the lowlevel system In most of this
paper we deal only with singleevent transformations which is to say that the transforma
tion applies to a single highlevel event only Hence our transformations will in fact be pairs
consisting of a single highlevel event and its corresponding lowlevel behaviour

 Denition An event transformation is a pair  t T  where
 t  E rE
T
is the highlevel event to be transformed
 T  C is a nonempty and terminating conguration structure representing the
lowlevel behaviour into which it is transformed
We will often use just t to denote the pair  t T  The restriction of T to nonempty systems
is standard the argument is that specied highlevel behaviour should not simply disappear
during implementation The restriction to terminating T can be argued from an intuitive
and from a more technical point of view
 The highlevel event t always terminates Replacing it with deadlocking behaviour is
somehow counterintuitive Applying such a transformation to a system will in general
change the behaviour quite drastically since everything that depends on the highlevel
event will be prohibited on the low level This does not t in with the applications of
transformation that we have in mind where the specication and implementation are
in a sense equivalent
 We wish our family of abstraction operators  to be dened below to be a left inverse
of the renement operators as dened by Van Glabbeek and Goltz 
	 However if
T may deadlock then the derived renement operator is in general not injective and
hence does not have a left inverse
We now have collected all the ingredients for the abstraction operator discussed in the intro
duction The basic underlying thought is that causality and conict should be preserved and
reected by abstraction This implies that we should have an intuition about what it means
for rened nonatomic events  or more precisely sets of events to be related by causality
or conict Let E
 
 E

be arbitrary sets of events in a given event structure E 
 Intuitively and informally E
 
 E

if there exist events e
i
 E
i
for i  	 
 such that
e
 

E
e

 If E
 
 E

 F for a given conguration F  then this is equivalent to saying
that E
 
 E

if there does not exist a conguration G  F such that E

 G and
G E
 
 
 On the other hand E
 
 E

if e
 

E
e

for all events e
i
 E
i
for i  	 
 or in terms
of congurations if there is no conguration F such that F E
 
  and F E

 
This can be used as a basis for the notion of reection and preservation of causality and
conict in the sense meant above Note that because we rene only single events at a time
in the rened systems we actually compare single events to sets of events and not sets of
events to sets of events Let e t be two events in a highlevel system H where t is an event
to be transformed into T 
		
 e 
H
t if and only if feg  F in the corresponding lowlevel behaviour for all F  C
T

symmetrically for t 
H
e
 e 
H
t if and only if feg  F in the low level behaviour for all F  C
T

If T itself contains conicts then these conicts cannot be visible inH because T is abstracted
into the single event t for which internal choices cannot be represented It follows that in
the lowlevel behaviour any conict within T should be inessential in the sense that it
reects a choice actually made outside T 
Some examples may be useful at this point Consider the following triple of highlevel system
H transformation pair  tT  and lowlevel system L
H 
c t
T 
a b
L 
a b
c
This satises our intuition about the transformation of causality the highlevel causality
c 
H
t is preserved by the lowlevel causality c 
L
b but it is not the case that c 
L
e for all
e  E
T

With respect to transforming conict consider the following
H 
t
a
b
T 
c d
L 
a
b
c
d
This also corresponds to a valid abstraction The choice between c and d on the low lever
has disappeared on the high level but this choice is not essential in the sense discussed
above the corresponding essential choice is the one between a and b In fact trying to
	

abstract away from that choice is not valid ie if L is as above then the following is not a
valid abstraction
H 
t
c
d
 

T 
a b
A nal noteworthy feature of our notion of abstraction is that not all the behaviours
allowed by T have to be actually present in the lowlevel behaviour We give two examples
to illustrate this
H 
c t
T 
a b
L 
a b
c
This is very similar to the rst example above except that the transformation itself does
not specify that a and b have to be ordered on the low level the execution of b before the
execution of a is allowed by T  In this specic L however they are ordered and hence b may
not occur before a has occured this does not invalidate the abstraction
H 
t b
T 
a c
L 
a b
In this case T has an option c that is never realized in the lowlevel system Again not all
the behaviours allowed by T are allowed in L
Let us now formally dene the abstraction operator If F  C
L
is a set of events such that
F E
T
  which is to say that part of the lowlevel behaviour of t has occurred in F  then
in the abstraction a corresponding conguration  F r E
T
  ftg will appear However we
have to be careful about the moment when t becomes visible For instance if some small
initial part of T has happened but T is as yet unable to terminate due to some necessary
	
causal predecessors that have not yet occurred then it would be incorrect to say that t has
occurred already For instance consider once more
T 
a b
L 
a b
c
Now if we choose to see t on the high level when only a has happened on the low level ie
already in the conguration fag then L is abstracted into
c t
which violates our intuition because now the  lowlevel causality c 
L
fa bg is not present
on the high level The solution is to make t visible only if some essential part of T has
happened where essential means that either T has been a cause of some other event of the
lowlevel behaviour or F contains a terminated part of T  This is captured in the following
denition


 Denition Let L be a lowlevel behaviour and  tT  a transformation t is visible in a
conguration F  C
L
 denoted t 
L
F  if one of the following conditions holds
	  F rE
T
  C
L


  F E
T
X
T

Condition 	 represents the situation that the events in T are not maximal in F  this implies
that T has caused something in F  cf Denition 
 Condition 
 encodes the fact that F
contains a terminated conguration of T  Now we can use the relation F 
L
T to dene
formally the abstraction of a single conguration
F 
L
t 
 
 F rE
T
  ftg if t 
L
F
 F rE
T
 otherwise
 
Abstraction as an operator over conguration structures is only partially dened not every
lowlevel conguration structure can be abstracted according to every transformation pair
The following notion of compatibility captures the conditions under which abstraction is
dened
	

 Denition If L is a conguration structure and  tT  a transformation pair then  t T 
is compatible with L if the following conditions hold
	 t  E
L


  F E
T
  C
T
for all F  C
L

  F E
T
     F E
T
X
T
for all FX
L

 t   F  feg  C
L
 
XX
T
  F X  C
L
for all F  C
L

 F  G  
H  C
L
 F  H H  G for all FG  C
L

The conditions in this denition have the following intuitions
	 The highlevel event t will represent T on a higher level of abstraction and hence it
cannot be a part of the lowlevel system L

 This says that the T part of L should not exhibit any behaviour that is not part of T
itself For example if two events are in conict within T  they should not occur in the
same computation of L
 This says that if the transformed behaviour has started at all in a terminated congu
ration of the lowlevel system then it has also terminated A terminated conguration
represents a state of the system where the computation has been completed succsessfully
and it should not contain some started but not completed part of T 
 This states that whenever there is an event e such that F feg is a conguration which
contains an essential part of T presumably because T has caused e then T should
not depend on anything in the rest of L in order to terminate directly  doing X This
rules out the situation that T and e depend on each other
T 
a b
L 
a b
c
This violates the condition for F  fag and e  c Note that E
T
 fa bg  c and
c  E
T

 This states that the abstraction may not destroy essential choices in the lowlevel
system if the abstraction of a conguration F is contained in the abstraction of G then
on the low level F should also be able to proceed to G or at least to a conguration
H that is indistinguishable from G after abstraction Let us restate example  
 in
	
terms of conguration structures
L T H

fag fbg
fa cg fb dg
XX

fag fbg
X X

XX
fc tg fd tg
ftg
Here we have fag  ftg  fd tg  fb dg but there does not exist a conguration
H  L such that fag  H and H  fd tg holds The choice between a and b has
disappeared in the abstraction

 Denition Let L be a conguration structure and  t T  a transformation compatible
with L The abstraction of L according to t is dened by
L  t  hfF 
L
t j F  C
L
g fF 
L
t j FX
L
gi 
For the consistency of our setup it is important that conguration structures are closed under
abstraction This is formulated in the following proposition The proof is quite tedious it is
contained in Appendix A

 Proposition If L is a conguration structure and  tT  a transformation compatible
with L then L  t is a conguration structure
Note that the proposition is in terms of conguration structures not ow event structures
As mentioned in the previous section there are in fact conguration structures that cannot
be obtained from any ow event structure Moreover even if L and T are  obtained from
ow event structures L  t may not be as the following example shows
T 
a b
L 
d
a b
e
c
Here L  t is the following conguration structure

fcg fdg
fd e tgfc e tg
X X
fc tg fd eg
	
There is no corresponding ow event structure it would need e  t because t is maximal in
fc e tg and t  e because e is maximal in fd e tg but then fc e tg would contain a ow
cycle and thus not be a conguration
The last example of this section shows that some unexpected things may happen when causal
ity and conict are combined The following is a valid abstraction
H 
d t
T 
a
c
b
L 
d
a
c
b
Here we see that two independent highlevel events are causally related in some lowlevel
congurations In a sense this is a nonessential causality if for some reason d is postponed
the conguration fa bg can always be executed independently from d so that t becomes
visible
	
	
 Renement operators
In this section we relate the abstraction operator dened in Denition  to the renement
operator over conguration structures known from the literature The following denition is
based on Van Glabbeek and Goltz 

 Some notation if F  E E is a set of pairs then

i
 F   f e j 
 e
 
 e

  F e  e
i
g
F  e  f e
 
j  e e
 
  F g
 Denition  Denition 
 Let H be a  highlevel conguration structure and
f E
H
 C a function from events to  transformed conguration structures A pre
renement pair is a pair  F g such that
	 F  C
H
is a highlevel conguration

 gF  
E
is a function such that g e  C
fe
for all e  F 
 Let F
X
 f e  F j g eX
fe
g then F
X
 G  F implies G  C
H

The renement of H by f is given by Hf   hCXi such that
E
C


eE
H

feg E
fe

C  fG  E
C
j  
 
 G g e  G e is a prerenement pair g
X  fG  C j 
 
 GX
H
 e  
 
 G G eX
fe
g
Prerenement pairs form a convenient intermediate step in the construction of the rened
congurations They consist of a set F of events corresponding to a conguration of the
highlevel system plus a function selecting a possible renement for each event e  F out of
the behaviour given by f e The conditions over prerenement pairs can be explained as
follows
	 F should be a highlevel conguration

 Each highlevel event e  F is rened into a conguration g e allowed by f e
 Apart from the terminated part F
X
 F all events of F are busy and hence should
be maximal in H  Denition 

Renement constructs a lowlevel behaviour description out of a given highlevel one Con
ceptually if H and f are given then the renement Hf  is an implementation of L We will
show that this notion of implementation is consistent with the one engendered by the abstrac
tion operator of the previous section so that Hf  always corresponds to an implementation
of H in our sense by showing that in principle the following holds
Hf   f  H 
Unfortunately as it is formulated here this equality fails because the left hand side is unde
ned in our treatment of abstraction we have dealt only with singleevent transformations
and not full functions However we can simulate the renement operator above with a se
quence of singleevent transformations at least as long as jE
H
j is nite For these singleevent
renements we can then prove that abstraction is dened and yields the original structure
	
 Denition If H is a conguration structure and  t T  a transformation pair such that
E
T
E
H
  then H  t  hC
 
C

 C

X
 
X

i such that
C
 
 fF  C
H
j t  F g
C

 f  F r ftg X j  t  F  C
H
   F r ftg  C
H
X  C
T
g
C

 f  F r ftg X j  t  F  C
H
 XX
T
g
X
 
 fFX
H
j t  F g
X

 f  F r ftg X j  t  FX
H
 XX
T
g 
The following proposition now expresses the desired relation between renement by transfor
mation functions  Denition 	 and renement by transformation pairs  Denition 


 Proposition Let H be a  nonempty highlevel conguration structure and f E
H
 C
a function from events to rened conguration structures If E
H
 ft
 
     t
n
g then
Hf         H  t
 
  t

     t
n
where for all 	  i  n  t
i
T
i
 is a transformation pair such that
T
i
 h f ft
i
g  F j F  C
ft
i

g f ft
i
g  F j FX
ft
i

g i 
Proof Let H be an arbitrary but xed highlevel conguration structure We dene for H
a sequence of approximations H
i
which correspond to rening only t
 
   t
i
 so that
H

 H  
H
i
 H
i 
 t
i
for 	  i  n  
H
n
 Hf    
A straightforward induction on n then proves the proposition
The construction is as follows For all   i  n let E
i
 ft
 
     t
i
g An ilevel pre
renement triple is a pair  F
 
 F

 g such that
	 F
 
 F

 C
H
such that F
 
E
i
  and F

 E
i


 g is a function over F

such that g e  C
fe
for all e  F


 Let F
X
 F
 
 f e  F

j g eX
fe
g then F
X
 G  F
 
 F

implies G  C
H

Conceptually F
 
corresponds to the nonrened part and F

to the rened part of a highlevel
conguration  F
 
 F

 g generates the set
F  F
 
 f feg  g e j e  F

g 
Now let H
i
 hC
i
X
i
i such that
C
i
 fF j F is generated by an ilevel prerenement tripleg
X
i
 fF  C
i
j   F E
H
  
 
 F rE
H
X
H
 e  
 
 F rE
H
 F  eX
fe
g 
We prove that these constructions satisfy the conditions above


  If i   then E
i
  hence all ilevel renement triples are of the form  F where
F  C
H
 hence H
i
 H
  The proof consists of two parts
 Assume F  C
i
 then there is an ilevel prerenement triple  F
 
 F

 g generating
F  If t
i
 F

then  F
 
 F

 g is also  i  	level hence t
i
 F  C
i 
 C
H
i 

then also F  C
H
i 
t
i
 Otherwise there is an  i  	level prerenement triple
 F
 
 
 F
 

 g
 
 such that
F
 
 
 F
 
 ft
i
g
F
 

 F

r ft
i
g
g
 
 g  F
 

Let F
 
 C
i 
be the conguration generated by  F
 
 
 F
 

 g
 
 then t
i
 F
 
and
F   F
 
r ft
i
g   ft
i
g  g t
i
 Now either g t
i
X
ft
i

 implying  ft
i
g  g t
i
X
T
i

or 	g t
i
X
ft
i

 implying t
i
 F
X
and hence  F
 
 F

 r ft
i
g  C
i
 In either case
F  C
H
i 
t
i
 case C

resp C

of Denition 

If in addition FX
i
then either t
i
 F

or F
 
X
i 
and g t
i
X
ft
i

 FX
H
i 
t
i
follows
by cases X
 
resp X

of Denition 

 Assume F  C
H
i 
t
i
 by construction  Denition 
 there are three cases
 F  C
i 
and t
i
 F  hence there is an  i  	level prerenement triple
 F
 
 F

 g generating F  because t
i
 F
 
  F
 
 F

 g is also an ilevel pre
renement triple hence F  C
i

 F   F
 
rft
i
gX for some F
 
such that t
i
 F
 
 C
i 
and  F
 
rft
i
g  C
i 
and X  C
T
i
 f ft
i
g H j H  C
ft
i

g Let  F
 
 F

 g be the  i  	level
prerenement triple generating F
 
 then  F
 
r ft
i
g F

 g is an  i  	level
prerenement triple generating F
 
r ft
i
g Now dene g
 
over F

 ft
i
g such
that g
 
 F

 g and g
 
 t
i
  X then  F
 
r ft
i
g F

 ft
i
g g
 
 is an ilevel
prerenement triple generating F  hence F  C
i

 Similar to the above
If in addition FX
H
i 
t
i
 then there are two cases similar to the above derived from
the construction in Denition 
 in both cases it follows that FX
i

  If i  n then E
i
 E
H
 hence the construction of H
i
reduces to the denition of Hf 
in Denition 	 which ensures H
i
 Hf   
The following theorem now expresses the fact that our abstraction operator is indeed a left
inverse of the traditional renement operator This concludes the formalization of the state
ment made in the introduction that the notion of implementationbyabstraction advocated
in this paper is more general than the traditional notion of implementationbyrenement In
the next section we will give an example which shows that it is in fact strictly more general

	
 Theorem If H is a conguration structure and  t T  a transformation pair such that
E
T
E
H
  then  H  t  t  H
Proof Let L  H  t We rst prove that T is compatible with L  Denition 
	 Assume F  C
L
 If F  C
 
then F  E
T
   C
T
 If F  C

 C

then  F  E
T
 
X  C
T


 Asume FX
L
 If FX
 
then F E
T
  If FX

then F E
T
 XX
T

 Assume t 
L
 F  feg  C
L
 It follows that either  F  feg r E
T
 C
L
or   F 
feg  E
T
X
T
 In the second case X   F  feg  E
T
satises the condition In
the rst case if e  E
T
then  F  feg r E
T
 F r E
T
 C
L
 hence F  C

and
 F  E
T
X
T
 otherwise e  E
T
 from which it follows that  F  feg  C

 and hence
  F  feg E
T
   F E
T
X
T
 Either way X  F E
T
satises the condition
 Assume  F 
L
t   G 
L
t If F  G then H  G satises the condition otherwise
F  E
T
   G E
T
and  F r E
T
   G rE
T
 If t   G 
L
t then G  C

 hence
 G r E
T
  X  C
L
for all X  C
T
 hence H   G r E
T
   F  E
T
 satises the
condition Otherwise G  C

 hence  G r E
T
  X  C
L
for all XX
T
 let X be such
that  F E
T
  XX
T
 then H   G rE
T
 X satises the condition
Now let D  L  t
F  ftg  C
D
 
G  C
L
  F r ftg  G rE
T
   G rE
T
 C
L
  G E
T
X
T

 
G  C

 F r ftg  G rE
T
 F  ftg  C
H
F r ftg  C
D
 
G  C
L
  F r ftg  G rE
T
   G rE
T
 C
L

 
G  C
L
  F r ftg  G rE
T
   G rE
T
 C
 

 F r ftg  C
H
Because F  F  ftg or F  F r ftg for every set F  it follows that C
D
 C
H

 F  ftgX
D
 
GX
L
  F r ftg  G rE
T
   G E
T
X
T
 
GX

 F r ftg  GrE
T
  F  ftgX
H
 F r ftgX
D
 
GX
L
  F r ftg  G rE
T
   G E
T
 
 
GX
L
  F r ftg  G GX
 
  F r ftgX
H
Because F  F  ftg or F  F r ftg for every set F  it follows that X
D
 X
H
  



 Examples
We will illustrate our approach to renement in detail by two examples and explain the
dierence between our approach and the usual approach to renement as proposed eg in

	 and dened in Denition 	 and Denition 
 The rst example presented here is
an elaborated version of the example given in the introduction It gives a taste of how our
denitions work and why the more general notion of renement we are proposing is useful in
practice The second example tries to illustrate the increased power of the design method on
an example that is closer connected to a real design problem namely the implementation of
a semaphore described by Lamport 	
 	 	
  Printing a le
This example is inspired by the example of the design of a sender presented in 

 Assume
that one wants to read a certain text encoded in DVIformat In order to do this one rst
has to print it with an event print dvi and then read it with an event read It is clear that
print dvi must causally precede read hence this behaviour is represented by the following
ow event structure
readprint dvi
 	
According to the denitions of Section 
 the behaviour of  	 is equivalently represented by
the following conguration structure
X

fprint dvig
fprint dvi readg
 

On a lower level of abstraction one may discover that printing a DVIle is implemented as
two consecutive steps where rst the DVIformat is converted into postscript format in an
event cnv and then the converted le is printed in an event print ps hence cnv is a causal
predecessor of print ps The relationship between two dierent levels of abstraction is given
by the transformation pair
t
 
  print dvi  cnv  print ps 
Here  cnv  print ps is used as a short notation for the following conguration structure

fcnv print psg
fcnvg
X


The transformation pair t
 
denes by Denition  an abstraction operator t
 
which maps
the lowlevel system
X

fcnv print ps readg
fcnv print psg
fcnvg
 
to the highlevel system  
 hence   is a valid renement of  

Although the renement and abstraction operators are formally dened on conguration
structures we will  for the sake of a compact presentation  in the following only show ow
event structures Every ow event structure determines  by Denition 
 a conguration
structure For example   is represented by a ow event structure in a more compact way
as follows

readcnv
print ps
 
Let us consider an alternative design step where printing a DVIle is implemented by a
system consisting of two smart printers each of which can do the printing of a DVIle
Hence print dvi is transformed into the choice  print dvi
 
 print dvi

 Thus we have
another transformation pair
t

  print dvi  print dvi
 
 print dvi

 
Then according to Denition  the system
read
print dvi

print dvi
 
 
is mapped to  	 by the abstraction operator t

 hence   is a valid renement of  	
These two design steps encoded in t
 
and t

are to a certain degree orthogonal  they do not
aect each other and it is possible to combine them in any order and rene the printing of a
DVIle into the following system
read
cnv
 
cnv

print ps

print ps
 
 

As a consequence we will talk of  as an abstraction of 	 or of 	 as a valid renement of 
instead of referring to their conguration structures 
 and  directly


In order to abstract   formally to   we make use of the following transformation pairs
t

  print dvi
 
  cnv
 
 print ps
 

t

  print dvi

  cnv

 print ps


Applying the corresponding abstraction operators t

and t

in either order will map  
to   validating the design step Hence system   is a renement of  	 incorporating
both design steps that were leading to the intermediate design of the systems   and  
respectively

We can depict the present state of our design process by the following design
diagram

	 
t


t
 
t

 t

 
Now it is natural to expect that the diagram   can be completed and that   is a
renement of   as well Consider therefore the transformation pairs
	
t
	
  cnv  cnv
 
 cnv


t


  print ps  print ps
 
 print ps


The corresponding abstraction operators t
	
and t


can be applied to the system   But
here one has to be careful in which order the abstraction operators t
	
and t


are applied
Using rst t
	
would violate condition  of Denition  because in the system
print ps

print ps
 
read
cnv
 
the conguration fcnv

g  fcnvg is a subset of the conguration fcnv
 
 print ps
 
g 
fcnv print ps
 
g but there exists no superset H of fcnv

g such that H  fcnv print ps
 
g
because after the execution of cnv

the occurence of print ps
 
becomes impossible The choice
between cnv
 
and cnv

is essential and hence we may not abstract from it

It is obvious that t
 
and t

 t

encode the same conceptual design step namely that printing a DVIle
consists of the two consecutive steps cnv and print ps

Note that again t

and t

 t

encode the same conceptual design step


However t


is dened on system   and its application yields the following system
read
cnv
 
cnv

print ps
 
By applying t
	
then one gets back to the system   Hence the renement of the system
  into the system   is a valid design step in our framework
So far we have only considered our abstraction operator and shown some intuitively justied
design steps that were formally veriable Now consider renement instead It is easy to
check that the following hold
    	  t
 
    	  t

       t

  t

    	  t

  t

  t

Using upwards arrows for proofs by our approach and downwards arrows for proofs by the
traditional approach we can represent the relationsships between the dierent levels of ab
straction established so far in our example by the following design diagram

	 
t


t
 
t

 t

t
	
 t


 	
However the renement operators t
	
and t


do not construct the system   as a tradi
tional renement of   but  applied in either order  instead the system
read
cnv
 
cnv

print ps

print ps
 
 		
because the causality between cnv and print ps is inherited by the subsystems  cnv
 
 cnv


and  print ps
 
 print ps




System  		 is a sensible implementation of the specication  	 but it is important to
note that it describes a quite dierent behaviour than   In   there is only the choice
between using printer 	 or 
 for both converting and printing the le but in  		 the le
may be converted by one printer and printed by the other Now this may in some cases be
just what one would like and in fact our abstraction operator maps  		 to the highlevel
system   also


Extending the diagram  	 by the relationship between   and  		 we obtain the
following diagram

	 
t


t
 

t

 t

t
	
 t


t
	
 t


The picture makes visible a notable dierence between the two frameworks   is treated
symmetrically by our approach but not by the traditional approach If a designer using the
traditional notion of implementation starts with the decision to apply t
 
to  	  transforming
print dvi into  cnv  print ps which would seem neutral as far as further decisions are
concerned he will arrive at   But now in this design methodology he has lost the option
to use   as his next implementation it cannot be obtained as a renement of   The
design by abstraction oers greater exibility in this respect
 Implementation of a Semaphore
A semaphore is a synchronization primitive which provides two operations called p and v
These operations are used to implement the mutually exclusive execution of so called critical
sections of concurrent processes A typical example of such a critical section is the usage of
a resource that cannot be accessed by two processes simultaneously and hence may only be
accessed by one process at a time
The solution of the mutual exclusion problem with the p and v operations of the sema
phore is accomplished in the following manner The semaphore ensures that all the p and v
operations can only be executed in an alternating manner starting with a p operation Hence
the behaviour of the semaphore can be modelled as follows

p v p v p
  
 	


Because of Theorem 	 we know that 	     t

   t

    t

   t

holds

This is also known as a binary semaphore contrasting it to other types of semaphore which allow larger
numbers of consecutive ps


Now if every process executes a p operation before entering the critical section and a v
operation afterwards then it is not possible that two processes are excuting their critical
sections at the same time if process P
 
executes the rst p and enters its critical section then
a second process P

has to wait for his execution of the p operation until P
 
leaves the critical
section and executes the subsequent v
A question tackled typically in the theory of operating systems is how a semaphore might
be implemented by means of a more basic mechanism One proposed implementation is the
bakery algorithm 	
 	 	 This algorithm is inspired by the orderly manner in which the
customers of American bakeries are apparently served Each customer on entering the shop
draws a ticket with a number on it that increases with each successively drawn ticket There is
a display behind the counter which holds the number of the customer being currently served
Being served is the critical section one may enter it as soon as the display is increased to the
number of ones own ticket when one has payed one leaves the shop and the critical section
and the display is increased to allow the next customer in line to be served
In the bakery algorithm a slight variation on this principle is used it is possible for two
customers to have the same ticket value in which case  but only in this case the decision
whom to serve is based on a further inherent ordering of the customers say that in case
of doubt the mayor is always served rst then the sheri etc Also there is no explicit
display instead the customers are asked to decide for themselves who has the lowest number
In this paper however we will model the algorithm on a slightly more abstract level without
referring to values explicitly we will understand the algorithm as a setandtest scheme with
the following three operations
 set corresponding to drawing a ticket and thereby establishing ones position in the line
of customers
 test corresponding to testing whether one holds the ticket with the lowest number This
operation nishes only when the test is successful that is when one has discovered that
one indeed holds the lowest number
 reset corresponding to leaving the shop thereby withdrawing ones ticket from the
competition
We can use this scheme to implement a semaphore by transforming the p operation into
set followed by test  and v into reset  To keep the example simple we restrict ourself to two
executions of the p and v operations to distinguish them as events we simply assign a number
to them Hence the intended behaviour of the semaphore is represented as follows
p
 
v
 
p

v

 	
The proposed implementation gives rise to the following transformation pairs  i  	 

 p
i
  set
i
 test
i

 v
i
  reset
i

We can immediately apply traditional renement to  	 using these transformation pairs
resulting in the following behaviour
set
 
set

test

reset
 
test
 
reset

 	


This is however not the implementation we have in mind it suggests that to draw a ticket
 set

 the second customer has to wait until the rst customer has left the shop  reset
 

Instead we would like to see the following behaviour
set
 
test
 
test

reset
 
reset

set

 	
Here the second customer can draw his ticket  set

 immediately after the rst one has done
so  set
 
 or to be precise it is the other way around the decision who is rst and who second
is established precisely by the order in which the tickets are drawn  plus the inherent ordering
mentioned above in fact this inherent ordering may be seen as a last resort decision criterion
to use if two customers draw concurrently and somehow get the same ticket Subsequently
each customer starts testing if he has the lowest number only test
 
will succeed immediately
allowing the rst customer to be served The second customer will continue testing until the
rst customer leaves the shop  reset
 

The additional exibility of our implementation by abstraction compared to the tra
ditional implementation by renement now allows us to state that the  	 is a correct
implementation of  	
    	  p
 
  p

  v
 
  v

  	 
One might perhaps start to wonder if our approach is not in fact too exible We oer the
following observation as an  inconclusive argument against this fear Consider what happens
if the second customer doesnt test his ticket number  or doesnt respect the inherent ordering
being from out of town and not knowing the other is the sheri with the eect that he does
not wait for the rst customer to leave the shop This may be represented by the following
behaviour
set
 
test
 
test

reset
 
reset

set

 	
Now the algorithm breaks down and this is reected in our approach abstracting this be


haviour using the above transformation pairs yields
p

v

v
 
p
 
 	
Hence both the outoftown customer and the sheri can perform p operations without waiting
for the other to perform v and they will get into a ght about whose turn it is The outof
town customer will spend a night in jail and he wont make the same mistake again  This
is called the stabilizing property of the bakery algorithm

 Conclusions
On the basis of a general philosophy of system design we have argued that it would be an
interesting idea to dene an abstraction operator indexed by a transformation mapping  also
called renement function between abstract actions and concrete behaviour This shoud be
contrasted to the more traditional renement operator indexed by the same kind of mapping
The setting in which we have worked is characterized by the following conditions
 our models are eventbased with implicit notions of causality and conict 
 action labels have not been considered
 equivalences have not been considered
 our transformation mappings are actually pairs ie we only transform one abstract
event at a time
In this setting we have been able to do the following
 dene an abstraction operator satisfying our intuition about the relation between low
and highlevel behaviour
 prove that this operator is left inverse to the traditional renement operator
 show that the notion of implementation engendered by the abstraction operator allows
one to take interesting design steps which are impossible using standard renement
techniques
We have found that even in our restrictive setting the notion of abstraction can have very
subtle consequences which take a lot of examples to work out For this reason we have
included many of our small examples in the paper We hope to extend the results to a more
general setting where instead of applying one transformation pair at a time the application
of a set of transformation pairs or equivalently a transformation mapping is possible
The generalized abstraction operator would then allow to transform innitely many events
Hence the generalized abstraction operator would be a left inverse to the traditional rene
ment operator in the general case where innitely many events are rened Moreover using
the denition of the abstraction operator presented here the order in which the transfor
mation pairs are applied is important Not every order of application is possible because it
might be the case that a transformation is not valid right in the beginning but only after
some intermediate transformations

 An example is the abstraction of   on Page 
 A
generalized abstraction operator would overcome this incommodity
Conguration structures did allow us to nd a sound denition for the abstraction operator
relatively easily but they do not reect concepts like causality or conict in an intuitive way
as for example ow event structures families of posets 	 or prime event structures do
Dening abstraction operators for dierent models and comparing the denitions will give us
a deeper insight into the concepts behind the implementation of distributed behaviour

If two dierent orders are applicable the transformations will always produce the same structures
	


A Proofs
First an auxiliary result that gives an alternative characterization of conguration structures
 Proposition If C  Fin E satises condition 	 and 
 of Denition 
 then it satises
condition  of Denition 
 if and only if
F  C r fg 
G  C G  F  jF rGj  	   	

Proof
 Suppose C  Fin E satises condition 	 
 and  of Denition 
 If C contains only
the empty set  	
 is trivially fullled Otherwise let F  C r fg be abitrary Dene
n  min f jF rGj j G  FG  C g Because   F and   C n is dened and
n  	
If n  	 the proof is done If n  	 then let H  C be such that H  F and
jF r Hj  n and let d e  F r H with d  e From condition  it follows that

H
 
 CH
 
 F  d  H
 
 e  H
 
 Hence  HH
 
  F and using condition 
 we
conclude that  HH
 
  C But nowH   HH
 
  F and jFr HH
 
j  jFrHj  n
because d   H H
 
 or e   H H
 
 but d e  H This contradicts the construction
of n It follows that n  	
 Suppose C  Fin E satises condition 	 and 
 of Denition 
 and  	
 and let
F  C If jF j  n then we can inductively construct a sequence   F

     F
n
 F
such that F
i
 F
i 
and jF
i 
rF
i
j  	 for all   i  n It follows that F  fe
i
g
 in
where e
i
is uniquely determined by e
i
 F
i
r F
i 
for all 	  i  n Hence if d e  F
are such that d  e then d  e
i
and e  e
j
for some i j such that i  j Now
G  F
minfijg
fullls the requirements of condition  of Denition 
  

 Proposition If L is a conguration structure and  tT  a transformation compatible
with L then L  t is a conguration structure
Proof Let H  L  t By abuse of notation we will use F  L as a shorthand for F  C
L
and also F  H instead of F  C
H
 We will prove that the conditions of Denition 
 hold
for H In the proof we will use the following facts
X  H  X E
T
   	
X  H  t  X  X  L  	
F  L   F E
T
    F  F  H  	
X  H  t  X  
X
 
 L

X
 
  X 

X
 
E
T

X
T

 	
 	  	 and  	 are direct consequences of   and  	 follows immediately from
condition  of Denition 
	   L hence     H


 We prove that condition 
 of Denition 
 holds Let F GH  H be arbitrary
such that F G  H We prove F G  H by studying the three cases where t
is contained in none one or both of F and G For the case t is contained in one of
F and G we will assume without loss of generality that t  F t  G Whenever
t  F we can assume F  F and F  E
T
  without loss of generality because of
 	  	 and  	 Moreover  	 implies that we can always assume  F  E
T
X
T
without loss of generality if t  F holds
t  F  G In this case we know by  	 that F G  L and because of t 
F  G  H we know also F  G  H r E
T
 H  L But then by
condition 
 of Denition 
 we know F G  L and hence by  	 and  	
it is obvious that F G  H
t  F t  G Let us rst prove the fact
F G  H  F E
T
   F G  L  	
From G  H it follows by condition  of Denition  that theres is some
G
 
 L such that G  G
 
and G
 
  H holds And because of  	 we have
F  F and hence F  H  G
 
  G
 
ftg which implies F  G
 
because t  F 
Then by condition 
 of Denition 
 we know F G  L and  	 is proved
Because t  F we can assume F  F and F E
T
  without loss of generality
Then F  G  L because  	 applies We assume further  G  E
T
X
T
without
loss of generality because t  G Then  GE
T
X
T
implies   F GE
T
X
T
and
then by   we have t   F G But then F G   F G  H
t  F  G If F
 
 F r E
T
 L then by   we know t  F
 
  F
 
 F r E
T
and hence also F
 
  F  H But for the case t  F
 
 and t  G we just
have proved that from F
 
 G  H follows F
 
G  H Now F  F
 
ftg
which implies F G  F
 
 G  H
Let be F r E
T
 L and symmetrically G r E
T
 L We have to construct a set
K  L such that F G  K  H To construct K we will need to construct
auxilliary sets F
 
and K
 

F
 


fX  L j X  F   X E
T
   g
F



fX  L j X  F X rE
T
 Lg
Note that since congurations are nite sets both of these unions are nite By a
generalization of condition 
 of Denition 
 to arbitrary nite unions it follows
that F
 
 F

 L It should be clear that F
 
 F

 F and F
 
 F

rE
T
 moreover
F

 F because  F r E
T
  L but  F

r E
T
  L Let e  F r F

be such
that  F

 feg  L

then  F  feg r E
T
 L by construction of F

 Hence
by condition  of Denition  there is some XX
T
such that  F

X  L Let
F

 F

 X It follows that F

 F
 
 X because X is maximal in C
T
and
F

r E
T
 F

r E
T
 F
 
 hence F

  F
 
  ftg  F Now by condition  of
Denition  there is some F

 L such that F

 F

and F

  F
	
The existence of e is a consequence of condition  of Denition 


F 
  H and F
 
 E
T
  implies K
 
 F
 
 G  L because of  	 We
can assume  G  E
T
X
T
wich implies   F
 
 G  E
T
X
T
an therefore t  K
 

Then we know K
 
  F
 
 G hence from F

  F
 
  ftg and t  G follows
F

  K
 
 Then due to condition  of Denition  there exists a conguration
K

 L such that F

 K

and K

  K
 
 For the same reason F

  F  H
implies the existance of K

 L such that F

 K

and K

  H
F

 K

and F

 F

 K

hold by construction and because  F

 E
T
 is
maximal in E
T
it follows that  K

 E
T
   F

 E
T
   K

 E
T
 in addition
we have K

r E
T
 K

r E
T
because K

  K
 
  H  K

 is implied by
F
 
  F hence K

 K

and by construction we had F

 K

which implies by
condition 
 of Denition 
 that K   F

K

  L Now  K

E
T
X
T
implies
 K  E
T
X
T
hence t  K and therefore K  F

 K

 because t  K

 We
have that F

  F and K

  K
 
  F
 
G and because F
 
  F it follows
F G  K  H
 Using Proposition 		 we only have to show that  	
 holds Let F  H r fg be
arbitrary We prove 
G  H G  F  jF rGj  	 by studying the two cases t  F and
t  F 
t  F   	 implies F  L and then  	
 implies 
G  L G  F  jF r Gj  	
From  	 follows F E
T
  which implies GE
T
  hence  	 implies that
G  G  H satises  	

t  F  Dene F  fH  L j   H rE
T
  ftg  F    H rE
T
 L g
There must exist some conguration H  L such that H   H rE
T
  ftg  F
and H cannot be empty because t  H F   implies that H r E
T
 L and
then   implies  H  E
T
X
T
 Because H   we know by  	
 that there is a
conguration G  L and an event e  G such that G  feg  H If e  E
T
then
G  F r ftg  H because G r E
T
 H r E
T
and from  G  E
T
   H  E
T

follows by condition  of Denition 
 that  G  E
T
X
T
does not hold hence
t  G If e  E
T
then G  F r feg  H because GrE
T
  F r fegrE
T
and
 G  E
T
   H  E
T
 implies  G  E
T
X
T
 hence t  G and e  G In either
case G satises  	

Let F be nonempty and choose H  minF Then  H r E
T
  L implies
H   hence  	
 implies 
G  L 
e  G G  feg  H Now  H r E
T
  L
implies t   G  feg and by condition  of Denition  we know that there is
a conguration XX
T
such that G X  L Then   G X  E
T
X
T
implies that
 GX   GXrE
T
 ftg  GrE
T
 ftg is in H Because H is minimal in
F we cannot have GrE
T
 H rE
T
 hence  G X  F r feg satises  	

 Let F  H be arbitrary such that FX
H
 Then by Denition  we know that FX
L
which implies by Denition 
 that F is maximal in L If we assume a conguration
G  H such that F  G we can infer by condition  of Denition  that 
H 
L F  H  H  G Because F is maximal in L we know F  H and F  G
which contradicts our assumption  

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